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The switchable bipolar ground state is at the heart of research into ferroelectrics for future, low-energy
electronics. Polarization switching by an applied field is a complex phenomenon which depends on the
initial domain ordering, defect concentration, electrical boundary conditions and charge screening. Injected
free charge may also to be used to reversibly switch in-plane polarized domains. We show that the
interaction between the initial domain order and the bulk screening provided by very low energy electrons
switches the polarization without the collateral radiation damage which occurs when employing a beam of
high energy electrons. Polarization switching during charge injection adds a new dimension to the
multifunctionality of ferroelectric oxides.

O

ne of the fundamental property of ferroelectric (FE) materials is that their spontaneous electric polarization may be reversed under application of an external field. To minimize the electrostatic and elastic
energy in a FE, local electric dipoles order, leading to the formation of polarized domains, indeed
ferroelectric switching has been shown to be strongly influenced by existing ferroelastic domains1,2. In Merz’s
original theory of domain formation and switching, the application of an electric field gives rise to a transient
current due to displacement of the polarization charge3, one would therefore expect that the injection of free
charge might switch the polarization. Electron beams can lead to specimen charging, setting up a potential
difference and generating an internal electric field large enough to switch polarization4.
In- and out-of-plane domains can be switched using 10–30 keV electron beams from a scanning electron
microscope5. Electron beam irradiation of sub-micron BaTiO3 single crystals in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) has been used to create quadrant domains, originating from the radial field6 produced by a
sufficiently high, local radiation dose7. The very high electron energies delivered in TEM can also create defects,
particularly oxygen vacancies (VO). For example, radiation-induced VO in LiNbO3 enhance ionic diffusion of Li,
redefining the domain polarization8.
However, high energy e-beam polarization switching by radial fields or radiation-induced VO is generally
irreversible. In the first case, reverse switching would require charge of opposite sign, for example, positively
charged ions, but with no guarantee of producing the original domain structure. In the second case, radiationinduced oxygen vacancies remain when the beam is turned off, pinning the polarization.
Yakshinskiy et al. showed that no oxygen desorption was observed on TiO2 surface when the electron beam
energy is below 20 eV9. Thus, very low energy electrons can provide extra charge without inducing VO. Although
there are no reports on low energy e-beam switching in the literature, it represents a challenging and fascinating
new potential avenue to manipulate FE polarization with a view to novel bipolar ferroelectric device applications.
High resolution transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) has been used, for example, to study dipoles at
domain walls in Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 with atomic resolution10,11 or the switching dynamics in a BiFeO3 thin film12. Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) has been used to follow nucleation and domain wall motion during switching
of ferroelectric films of Pb(Zr,Ti)O313 and BiFeO314. However, high energy electron irradiation in the case of TEM
or tip-surface contact in the case of PFM can also influence the experimental observations. Low energy electron
microscopy is a non-contact low energy imaging technique can provide less invasive, full-field of surface FE
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Figure 1 | (a) Schematic of 180u (top) and 90u (bottom) domain walls in BaTiO3(001). In the latter the polarization directions are in-plane (b) 90u
domain walls between in-plane polarized domains showing net macroscopic polarization and domain wall dipoles. The thicker (red online)
arrows represent the switched polarization in the form of a needle, described below.

domain structures15. In this article, we use a low energy electron
microscope (LEEM) to simultanously manipulate and observe inplane FE domains of a BaTiO3 single crystal.
Two types of domain wall can exist in tetragonal BaTiO3, defined
by the angle between the polarization in adjacent ferroelectric
domains. 180u domain walls separate anti-parallel polarizations
and make an angle of 90u with the (001) surface, shown in Fig. 1a.
Surface polarization charge gives a distinctive electrical topography
which can be directly imaged by low energy electrons16,17. On the
other hand, 90u domain walls form a boundary between either inand out-of plane domains, making an angle of 45u with respect to the
surface or two in-plane domains, in which case the wall is at 90u with
respect to the surface3. In-plane domain ordering with 90u domain
walls gives rise to a net macroscopic polarization, ~
PM , as shown in
Fig. 1b. Furthermore, at each domain wall an electric dipole ~
pdw is
created, opposite in sign to ~
PM . 90u domain walls in BaTiO3 also
define ferroelastic domains and are a convenient way to reduce strain
energy. In films, they have been shown to drive the back-switching of
the polarization1. As we will demonstrate shortly, the 90u walls
between in-plane polarized domains are consistent with the switching patterns observed in this experiment.

Results
Surface preparation and characterization. An optical micrograph
of the BaTiO3 single crystal is shown in Fig. 2a. Long range
ferroelastic domain ordering is visible, extending over the whole
crystal surface3. For reference, the diameter (85–90 mm) of the
electron beam used in the experiments is shown as the black circle.
The electron microscopy investigations were carried out using a
low energy electron microscope. The e-beam was used both for
domain manipulation and imaging. It provides a 20 nA electron
beam into an elliptical 90 3 85 mm2 beam spot was used giving an
incident flux of 2.1 3 1019 e/(m2s). At very low electron kinetic
energy (KE), called mirror electron microscopy (MEM), electrons
are reflected without penetrating the sample surface. At higher KE
(LEEM), the electrons penetrate the surface. In between, the reflectivity gives measure of the local work function or surface potential18.
Ideal ferroelectrics are insulators, however, it has been shown
theoretically19–21 and experimentally22 that the ferroelectric state
can exist up to a critical doping level, making imaging possible with
low energy electrons and photoelectrons. We achieve such moderate
doping by annealing in ultra-high vacuum, a procedure known to
produce oxygen vacancies in a controlled manner23,24. Each VO liberates two electrons which reduce neighboring Ti cations to Ti31. The
diffusion coefficient of oxygen in BaTiO3 is 10211 m2 s21 (see ref. 25),
thus after 2 hours annealing in vacuum we estimate that the VO
concentration extends ,10 mm into the sample, three orders of
magnitude greater than the inelastic mean free path of low energy
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6792 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06792

electrons. Thus the entire volume of the BaTiO3 interacting with the
incident electron beam is assumed to have a homogeneous VO concentration. By carrying out microprobe-low energy electron diffraction (m-LEED) we have acquired LEED images of the BaTiO3 surface,
shown in Fig. 2b. The LEED pattern is sharp, corresponding to a (1 3
1) bulk-terminated surface structure. There is a high background in
the LEED pattern, which may be due to the presence of disordered
oxygen vacancies on the surface. The LEED pattern and the complementary PEEM measurements described in the Supplementary Fig. 2
and 3 demonstrate that the surface is free from reconstruction and
significant extrinsic contamination.
Experimentally, the electron KE is controlled by the sample bias or
start voltage (SV). Images were collected at 1 and 5 eV SV. At 1 eV
(close to MEM) the reflectivity is near to a maximum. At 5 eV the
electrons penetrate ,10 nm into the sample26 giving a charge density
of 2.1 3 1027 e/(m3s), comparable to the 1.56 3 1028 e/m3 reported by
Ahluwalia et al.7. The net injected charge does not change sign with
increasing energy up to few tens of eV, as shown in the
Supplementary Fig. 1, however, the change in start voltage from 1
to 5 eV induces switching of the polarization at the surface.
Electron beam induced switching. We have tracked the kinetics of
the e-beam induced switch by recording electron images at 10 frames
per second, available in the Supplementary videos. Figure 3 shows a
typical image acquired during switching. The field of view (FoV) is
30 mm. Nine domain boundaries (thin horizontal lines) are visible.
At t 5 0 the SV is switched from 1 to 5 eV. The switching proceeds in
a zig-zag pattern around the direction ½010. Domain switching starts
from discrete points at an upper domain wall and propagates as
rather broad needles until reaching the opposite domain wall.
Then, the needles expand until the polarization is switched in the
entire domain. In a fourth step, switching then continues in the next

Figure 2 | (a) Optical micrograph of the BaTiO3 surface showing domain
ordering on a macroscopic scale. For comparison, the size of the electron
beam is indicated by the black circle. (b) (1 3 1) LEED pattern using a
primary electron energy of 35 eV.
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Figure 3 | Electron image of the surface 1.3 seconds after the start voltage
has been switched from 1 to 5 eV.

domain but at an angle of 90u with respect to the previous one and so
on, until the polarization in the entire field of view has been switched.
An evident contrast variation occurs during the switching process,
see Fig. 3. The origin of the contrast observed during the switching is
not trivial. The question is whether the domain polarization is in- or
out-of-plane, or both. On completion of the switch there is no significant difference in the electron reflectivity between adjacent
domains although the overall intensity is slightly lower after the
switch. This can be seen from images of the electron reflectivity
obtained for SV 5 1 eV before switching and 5 eV after switching
in a 30 mm FoV presented in Fig. 4a,b. The sharp horizontal lines are
domain walls along [100] and the typical domain width is ,3 mm.
Between the switched and the unswitched states the domain walls do
not move. Far from the domain walls the intensity is similar showing
that surface potential on either side of the wall is the same. This
suggests all domains have the same polarization component perpendicular to the surface. The polarization cannot be out-of-plane since
domains are visible optically as can be seen in Fig. 2a. Therefore, this
strongly suggests that all domains within the field of view have zero
polarization perpendicular to the surface and are in fact polarized inplane. This is confirmed by a close examination of the electron
intensity near the domain walls.
Domain walls. As shown in Fig. 1b, a 90u domain wall between two
in-plane polarized domains gives rise to an electric dipole
perpendicular to the wall. The lateral electric field can, if strong
enough with respect to the extractor voltage between sample and
objective lens, deviate electrons27; consequently, the e-beam is in
part cut by the contrast aperture of the LEEM, which determines a
change in the image contrast (see discussion for more details). This
effect has been used, for instance, to investigate the built-in field at an
in-plane p-n junction with low energy photoelectrons28, however,
quantitative evaluation of the dipole strength requires detailed
electron optics simulations27,28.
Fig. 4c shows the normalized intensity profile across the domain
wall before switching. The profile obtained across each domain wall
is the same (shown in Supplementary Fig. 4). The intensity asymmetry results from the electrons being deflected by the electric field
due to the domain wall dipole along ½010. Fig. 4d shows the intensity
profiles across the same wall after polarization switching. The asymmetry in the intensity profile across the domain wall is reversed,
showing that the dipole is now along [010]. The intensity profile
across successive domain walls always has the same shape, showing
that the overall macroscopic polarization is indeed along [010] before
and ½010 after switching, see Supplementary Fig. 4. The absence of
contrast between adjacent domains and the alignment of the electric
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6792 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06792

domain wall dipoles proves that our domains are in-plane polarized
with 90u domain walls. The asymmetry is sharper for the 5 eV electrons, presumably because they interact more closely with the
domain wall dipole over a higher penetration depth than the 1 eV
electrons. Thus, the low energy electron images not only provide
proof that the polarization is in-plane but also show that the switch
leaves the ferroelastic domain walls pinned.
Once the switched state is fully attained, the start voltage was then
reset to 1 eV and a reverse switch starts immediately, culminating in
complete recovery of the original in-plane polarization state. This
process is perfectly reproducible. Varying the start voltage between
4.3 and 5.0 eV changes the switching time but the kinetics of needle
growth across domains followed by lateral expansion remains identical. Fig. 5 shows the sample bias dependance of the switching time.
The switching time decreases with increasing start voltage suggesting
that the quantity of injected charge is crucial in switching since 1-R
increases with bias, where R is the reflectivity. Below 4.3 eV, no
switching is observed whereas at 8.0 eV and above it is below our
time resolution (0.1 sec). The back-switching time, on the other
hand, remains constant at about 2 seconds. The strong variations
in switching time with the start voltage may seem surprising given
the changes in reflectivity, for example R 5 0.90 (0.87) at 4.0 (5.0) eV.
Nevertheless, this represents an injected current variation of 0.6 nA
in the elliptical 85–90 mm beam spot. The solid blue line is an exponential fit to the switching time using exp(44.6/SV(eV)). If the
injected current plays the role of an applied field switching pulse
then this suggests a qualitative agreement with Merz’s law.
However, the real physical significance of the pre-exponential factor
and the activation SV would have to be the subject of a full theoretical
and experimental study.

Discussion
Needle domains. With reference to Fig. 1b, the forward needle
growth, shown by the thicker, red arrows, followed by lateral
expansion provides a minimum energy path for in-plane switching. The electrostatic energy at the needle tip is a high because it is
a head-to-head domain wall with positive bound polarization charge.
The intensity profile across a needle domain during switching is
shown in Fig. 7. It is symmetric, demonstrating that the electric
field across the needle domain sidewall is the same on both sides.
This corresponds to the formation of head-to-head walls in the polar
direction (½110 for the needle highlighted by the profile) and
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1b.
The sidewalls, on the other hand, are neutral perpendicular to the
direction of needle propagation and therefore have a lower electrostatic energy. The needle-like growth for in-plane switching also
minimizes the elastic energy by leaving the tetragonality unchanged.
However, when the needle reaches the next domain wall, the electrostatic energy increases because of the positive polarization charge
at the original domain wall, temporarily halting the forward propagation and favoring sidewall expansion until the entire domain
is switched. Indeed, at an ideal head to head 90u domain wall the
surface charge density can be estimated to be 37 mC/cm2.
Furthermore, Gao et al1 have recently reported that the formation
of a glassy electric dipole region at 90u walls stabilizes the wall which
would slow down switching. However, the continued arrival of negative injected charge maintaing the head to head configuration finally
allows needle growth to proceed in the subsequent domain to reduce
the electrostatic energy. One useful analogy for the progression of the
needle domains through the ferroelastic wall is that of a zig-zag train
of vertically-standing dominoes. Each domino represents the microscopic polarization in a unit cell. Tipping over the first domino
provokes a fast forward switching which inevitably slows down going
round the corner of the 90u wall, to once again accelerate in the
second straight line.
3
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Figure 4 | LEEM images of sample surface before (a) and after (b) switching, the field of view is 30 mm. Intensity profiles extracted from LEEM images
acquired using 1 eV (round, red symbols) and 5 eV (square, black symbols) along ½010 across a domain wall before (c) and after (d) switching. The
deduced electric dipole across the wall is shown by the plus and minus signs.

Switching kinetics. Kinetics of FE switching is usually described in
four main stages29. Switching starts via nucleation of new domains.
Then, these domains grow in the polar direction through the sample
(forward growth). During this stage, the domains are often needleshaped and the domain walls are charged. When the needles reach
the counter electrode, the domains grow in the transversal direction
of the polar axis via wall motion (sideways domain growth). Finally,

Figure 5 | Switching time (squares) as a function of sample bias. Below
4.3 eV the polarization does not switch, at 8 eV the switching is below 0.1
seconds. The blue line is an exponential fit to the data.
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6792 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06792

the wall motion decelerates and the switching is completed via
domain coalescence. The observed switching process follows
closely this model.
Domain nucleation during switching can be modulated by
external screening from some kind of electrical circuit and by bulk
screening which can have several origins: bound ionic charge, defect
dipoles and free screening charge29, here the incident electrons. The
role of bulk screening on domain switching is characterized by tscr,
the screening time constant. High values of tscr correspond to ineffective bulk screening mechanism, which favors the formation of
needle domains during switching. With a macroscopic in-plane
polarization before e-beam irradiation along [010], the built-in field
to be screened inside each domain is along ½110 or ½110. We suggest
the following mechanism for the polarization switch. At a SV of 5 eV
electrons penetrate and at a domain wall screen the positive while
destabilizing the negative bound charge. The latter are repelled, creating an unstable head-to-head configuration. The local field which
results induces further ionic displacements and the head-to-head
wall advances. These incremental shifts produce the observed propagation of the needle domain in the forward direction. The process
is slow because it depends on fields induced by bound charge displacement and screening of the resulting head-to-head domain walls
by the injected electronic charge.
Recent work on in-situ polarization switching has focussed on thin
film capacitors1,2. Static ferroelastic domain walls and the interaction
of applied and built-in fields were shown to play important roles.
Here, there is no applied field, however, similar interaction between
the polarization switching and ferroelastic domain walls is observed
under the injection of low energy electrons.
From Fig. 6, the switched region under the electron beam must
result in the formation of head to head domain walls with the sur4
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Figure 6 | Schematic of the e-beam induced switching process. Close to the MEM regime (left), electrons are mainly reflected without penetrating the
sample surface whereas at higher sample bias (right) injected negative charge alters the screening of domain wall dipoles allowing polarization switching
along ½010 until the macroscopic polarization points along [010]. The pristine, macroscopic polarization is indicated by the thick (red) horizontal
arrow whereas the switched polarization is represented by the thin (blue) horizontal arrow.

rounding unswitched region. These walls are maintained by the continual injection of free charge carriers30. When the charge injection is
cut off by reducing the bias to 1 eV, the head-to-head configuration
is destabilized and the reverse switch sets in from the bottom of the
image and moves along [010]. The unscreened macroscopic field due
to the pristine, as-received domain structure switches the polarization back to its original direction. The switched state is therefore not a
ground state but a steady state resulting from the balance between the
equilibrium domain pattern and the injection of negative screening
charge.
In a different experiment, Roelofs et. al. have studied 180u switching in PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 films with 90u domain walls31. The application
of a negative bias to a PFM tip with respect to a bottom electrode gave
rise to a similar switch in the domain polarization as seen in crosssection, whilst conserving the 90u domain walls. The authors suggested that the accumulation of bound polarization charge at the
domain wall also seeded needle domain growth.
Screening processes including bulk charge, defect dipoles and carrier injection are known to be slow and can be of the order of seconds29. In the present experiment, the charge injection switches the
polarization at a much slower rate than, for example, a switch activated by the application of an external voltage pulse. The quantity of
injected charge varies only slowly with the start voltages used, however the switching time is very sensitive to these variations indicating
a delicate balance between screening by injected charge and the
macroscopic field of the original domain structure. This also explains
why the reverse switch sets in immediately when the incoming electron energy is reduced.
The intensity variation across the needle walls during switching is
particularly fascinating. As shown in Fig. 1b the walls are always

head-to-head in the polar direction. The advancing front of the needle domains has therefore bound positive charge which in the LEEM
experiment modifies local surface potential30 increasing the effective
electron kinetic energy. As a result the reflectivity R decreases and the
needle front appears dark in the electron images. Perpendicular to
the sidewalls there is little or no excess bound charge, however, along
the sidewall, at the apex of each arrow in Fig. 1b, there must be head
to head (positive charge) configurations, responsible for the lower
intensity observed on the sidewalls, observed in Fig. 7b.
However, we must also account for the significant contrast
between the switched and unswitched regions during the switching process. We argue that this contrast arises due to a different
electron beam deflection caused by the in-plane electric field,
similar to Lorentz microscopy. The alignment conditions were
optimized to image complete domains on the sample before
switching. On switching, the optimum imaging conditions will
change, but the microscope settings do not. In other words, the
electrons reflected from the switched part of the surface are
slightly deviated from the optical axis, whose alignment was set
before switching. This can be seen by comparison of images taken
without and with an aperture inserted into the back focal plane of
the microscope, shown in the Supplementary Fig. 6. In the back
focal plane electrons with higher take-off angles with respect to
the sample normal are further from the optical axis. The insertion
of an aperture results in strongly deviated electrons being cut off
and the contrast between switched and unswitched domains
increases.
Following these arguments one would expect that irradiating a
sample with positive charge should induce the reverse switching
effect. From symmetry, the same effect could be obtained by rotating

Figure 7 | (a) Electron image of BaTiO3 surface during switching, the thick yellow line shows where the intensity profile was taken (b) Intensity profile
across needle domain perpendicular to the polar direction.
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6792 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06792
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the sample 180u around the normal and using the low energy electron
beam, however, this is not yet possible in our experiment.
We have shown that a very low energy electron beam can reversibly switch in-plane polarization of single crystal BaTiO3. Using a low
energy electron microscope we can simultaneously switch and image
the in-plane domain polarization. Switching proceeds by propagation of needle domains along the polar direction and then sidewall
expansion to complete the polarization switch within the domain.
We suggest that the injected charge destabilizes the polarization
charge at domain walls, switching the polarization whilst preserving
the ferroelastic domain pattern. The current density required to
switch the in-plane polarization is 0.26 mA/cm2. This scales to
1 pA for a 10 mm long domain of the same width (3 mm) as in our
experiment. Tuning the electron energy allows to increase the
switching speed by orders of magnitude. One could imagine low
power opto-electronic devices based on such phenomena.

Methods
Low energy electron microscopy. Our experiments have been carried out using a
spectroscopic photoemission and low energy electron microscope (SPELEEM) in the
low energy (negative charging) range. The electron gun emits electrons at 18 kV
which are then decelerated by the sample bias to very low electron kinetic energy
(KE). The reflected and backscattered electrons are then imaged using a cathode, or
immersion, lens system in which the electrons are reaccelerated by by the same bias
voltage between the sample and the objective lens. To limit aberrations and therefore
improve lateral resolution, an angle-limiting aperture, called the contrast aperture,
can be inserted into the back focal plane of the objective lens, reducing the spherical
and chromatic aberrations. Additional lenses are then used for the electron-optical
magnification and images are recorded using a double multichannel plate and
fluorescent screen. The exact incident electron energy is tuned using a variable part of
the sample bias (the so-called start voltage) over a few eV.
At very low KE, called mirror electron microscopy (MEM), electrons are reflected
without penetrating the sample surface. The local reflectivity is a measure of the local
work function of the specimen, which is determined by different factors such as
composition, morphology etc. In this way, the surface charge and hence polarization
can be estimated18. At higher bias voltages (LEEM), the electrons penetrate the surface. While part of the beam is elastically backscattered, the rest results in the accumulation of charge within the topmost layers. Above ,10 eV, secondary electrons are
generated and collective excitations such as plasmons become significant32, giving rise
to variations in the elastic peak intensity. In this energy range, the electron inelastic
mean free path is of the order of 1 nm. However, in the intermediate regime between
MEM and LEEM (below ,5–10 eV), called Very low electron microscopy
(VLEEM)33,34, the electron wavelength is considerably greater than the atomic spacing
making it too large for crystalline diffraction. The energy is also too low for significant
inelastic losses due to plasmon excitations and scattering from interaction with band
structure of the material increases. In this regime, the main source of inelastic losses
are individual electron excitation to allowed states above the Fermi level and electronphonon interactions33. As a result, the inelastic mean free path increases significantly26 and electrons penetrate several tens of nm into the sample.
The base pressure in the SPELEEM set-up was 2 3 1028 Pa. In the illumination
column the electrons are accelerated to 18 kV and are decelerated just before the
sample. The band width is ,0.5 eV. The reflected electrons are then reaccelerated to
18 kV for imaging using a double multichannel plate and video camera. The electron
optics of the SPELEEM provides a highly collimated monochromatic beam with a
spatial resolution of 12 nm. The electron energy is defined in terms of the start
voltage, which is measured with respect to the LaB6 cathode work function. Incident
electron kinetic energy is controlled by changing the sample bias. The photoelectron
emission micrcoscopy data was acquired using the same microscope and synchrotron
radiation. A 20 mm iris aperture in an intermediate image plane ensured that the
photoemission spectra were recorded from the centre of the field of view used in
LEEM. All raw images were divided by a flat field obtained out of focus far below the
MEM-LEEM transition in order to eliminate detector defects.
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